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if you still don't have an updated version of the dll, you can download it from the microsoft developer
network website. microsoft developer network (msdn) is a site with many resources, and it includes a
download page for the specific version of the microsoft office sdk you're interested in. the microsoft
developer network is available at no charge. if you have a windows xp cd, you can use it to install

microsoft office professional plus 2013. alternatively, you can use a windows installer (msi) package
to install microsoft office professional plus 2013, and it will copy the dll automatically for you. if you
download microsoft office professional plus 2013 from the office site, you'll find a windows installer

package which you can use to install microsoft office professional plus 2013 on your windows
system. (note: if you are using windows 7 or windows vista, you will need to use a windows installer
package to install microsoft office professional plus 2013. you can find this download at the windows

installer site.) microsoft office professional plus 2013 is a microsoft office product that can be
downloaded from the office site. you can only download the 32-bit or 64-bit version of office. if you
wish to install office for use in a virtual machine, see the virtualization section of the office site. if

you're not seeing the fileopen dialog, the root cause may be that you're missing the com library you
need to access it. the recommended way to resolve this issue is to use the microsoft office sdk. the

sdk can be downloaded from the office developer center or from the microsoft office website.
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it is important to note that to
add references to the primary
interop assemblies, you must

know the exact version of
microsoft office that you are
targeting. to do this, we can
first check if the microsoft

office installed on our system
is microsoft office professional
plus 2013 or microsoft office

365. you can do this by
opening the control panel and

selecting the office
applications section. from
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there, click on the office
button and select microsoft

office properties. in the office
version property, you will see

the version of the installed
microsoft office application. it
is also possible to generate a

com proxy that will enable
other applications to access

the office application, by using
the com proxy generator
utility. we strongly advise
against downloading and

copying microsoftoffice.intero
p.excel.dll to your appropriate

windows system directory.
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microsoft typically does not
release microsoft office

professional plus 2013 dll files
for download because they are

bundled together inside of a
software installer. the

installer's task is to ensure
that all correct verifications

have been made before
installing and placing

microsoftoffice.dll and all
other dll files for microsoft

office professional plus 2013.
an incorrectly installed dll file
may create system instability
and could cause your program
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or operating system to stop
functioning altogether.

proceed with caution. caution :
we strongly advise against
downloading and copying

microsoft.interop.excel.dll to
your appropriate windows

system directory. microsoft
typically does not release

microsoft office professional
plus 2013 dll files for

download because they are
bundled together inside of a

software installer. the
installer's task is to ensure
that all correct verifications
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have been made before
installing and placing

microsoftoffice.dll and all
other dll files for microsoft

office professional plus 2013.
an incorrectly installed dll file
may create system instability
and could cause your program

or operating system to stop
functioning altogether.
proceed with caution.
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